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REPORT ON GRlkWWICH LAKE PROR^IOY

Claire
 "" ""  ~ The property held in the Greenwich Lake area about 30 miles 
N.E. of P.A., comprises ten claims Nos. l.B. 90158-9 and T.D. 91223*4-5-6-7-8- 
9-30, lying on the S. W. side of the lake, the first two of which were staked 
on March 28, 1958 and the last eight on July 25, 1958. The property was 
formerly held by Greenwich Lake Uranium hines Ltd. who allowed the claims to 
lapse this year.

Earlier Work
A program of trenching, line-cutting, mapping, diamond drilling 

and general prospecting over the surrounding area, was carried out by the above 
compary. Strong radioactivity is associated with a pyrite vein which outcrops 
in the bed of a creek, the creek itself taking a couple of right angled turns 
at this point, indicating a fault or other structure. Trenching and drilling 
found brecciation, carbonate, chlorite and redalteration along the fault. The 
Bone Mas followed by trenching and tested by 16 drill holes spaced at 100 ft. 
intervals, all normal to the zone and dipping at U50 into it. Results were 
generally poor, however. DDK h inter sec ted.. 5# U^Og over 3 ft., *U2# over 1.6 
ft. aid .12^ over 0.8 ft. (taken together with waste, equivalent to .26?# over 
8.1 fi..). DDU 8 intersected ,80J6 over 3*3 ft. AU the other holes out either 
low radioactivity or none at all. Two or,e lenses were pictured, one 5*9' x 150' 
averaging ,15# t^Og, another 5*0* wide and 150 1 long averaging ,2# U^pg, inten 
sion jn depth was not tested.

Present Work

OjBnertJL Survey
* "~- The base lire and cross lines were out and chained, and the zone 
followed and the area of the lineament mapped. It was found that the vein leaves 
the Unflflment and climbs the side of a hill before crossing an area of flat rock 
and ruining into another strong lineament. Holes 11, 12 and 13 had therefore been 
collared at the best poetiblo points and all :aoles tested the Bone at a moderate

The draw which the 2000 follows for a way is closed at its 
northern end, althou.jh several Bma],! draws l&ave it and run off to pass into 
o iher lineaments. li ca&e the vein had split up and the main part had not 
b ion picked up, all -these email draws were trenched across, but nothing of 
interest was found. In addition, the feature which lies in continuation of 
the Bone to the north, w&s trenched, but only traces of veining could be picked 
up. It certainly seams as if the vein peters out at this end ae was indicated 
by drilling.
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A One trench was excavated to the S. of DDH l across where the 
vein extension should run but only slight radioactive kicks were picked up 
along fractures striking parallel to the vein* Further south the vein would 
pase close to the base of a gratdte cliff from which imich talus has fallen, 
and further trenching theru was not done. It should be mentioned that at the 
base of this cliff the granite is deep red and there are one or two 2nd scale 
radac highs, while the granite r.bove is faintly pink and carries traces of 
banding, (cnly the scintillator but not the geiger was able to differentiate 
these bight.)

A trench wan dug across the gully in which the vein runs, at 
1)^0* N. to test the surfacu radac between Holes 7 And 8 which gave good inter 
sections* Water filled the trench and while there was a snail increase in 
counts, raciac nay have been affected by shielding, so the results were incon 
clusive.

A very strong lineament running close to the original draw was 
trenched in two places, tho floc r being found to be diabase* One of the trenches 
was located where the dlabuse crossed the granite, both of these being possible 
loci for ore, but the contacts ; ere completely barren* It was in this lineament 
that a boulder of highly radioactive material was found, but much prospecting 
of the area near the lineauent gave no clue whatsoever as to its origin*

- The country rock is primarily a paragneiss striking roughly N 
75 E, but locally the para/jneiss is so much invaded by pegmatitic material that 
the rook it a migmatite. One such band crosses the area to the 8* of the 
granite, and forms the floor of a well narked lineament. Radioactive 3rd scale 
highs are common all over this band* One such high giving a mass effect 
reading of .22 was sampled, but the samplo itself gave a scintillator reading 
of only**020. However, surface radac between Holes 5 t 6 ajt the contact between 
the granite and the paragntdss migmatite on the E. side of the fault, seemed 
more than average, and a trench was dug across this contact tone to test it* 
Some low radioactivity was encountered, but this was due to yet another high 
spot In the pegmatite lens* These highs are usually associated with segregated 
quarts, or sdth biotite bands flanked by quarts.

A trench across a small lineament running B-W in this migmatite 
band thoweo no major cone, just one or two minor highs in pegmatitic quarts*

There is another band of migmatite with some spot radac highs 
to the N of the granite.

A small draw running in the granite to the contact sone was 
trenched and wat found to contain a 3" Tein of vuggy material giving a fair 
radao count (.13) but along the draw to the N.E. further trenching disclosed 
no trace of an extension of this vein.

Mapping
Kapping was carr i ad out on both sides of the baseline on traverses 

200 ft. apart. Additional traverses were run between ttese where necessary to 
give added details* This work covered the area of the fault and radioactive aone 
which were of first importance. Later, mapping was extended past the beundry of 
the claim T.B. 90159, on travereos UOO ft. apart to fill in the local picture.
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The mineralized fault has a strike of N 25 W, changing to N 30 
W to the North, and at the southern granite contacts with the paragneiss, 
has a right hand displacement of 115 ft*

To the South of the granite, the paragneiss is more of a 
migmatite between pegmatite and paragneiss, and in this belt numerous radio 
active spot-highs occur associated with segregated quarts lenses and with 
biotite sections. This belt occupies a topographical low, with the granite 
rising to tie North, but the wall to the South is also migmatite* though 
rapidly graiiing into rather coarse white granite.

Similar radioactive highs occur in quartz segregations in 
pegmatite to the North of the granite* There does not seem to be any obvious 
connection oetweeu the hydrothermal origin of the radioactive material in the 
fault and this pe^aatitie radioactive material* but the presence of the latter 
is interesting.

A strong lineament parallels the fault for some way, about 300 
ft* W. of it, and then runs at N 20 W to Join the possible fault extension 
around l? * 00 N on the Base line* The lineament can be traced at least a mile 
to the North, and is the surface expression of a diabase dyke, shown by remnants 
of contacts on the walls of the lineament, heaved-up portions of the floor, and 
by trenching. There may well be other dykes of this type in the vicinity which 
have been quite obscured by boulders covering the floor of the lineaments*

The problem of source of mineralization is present also in the 
case of the fault on our claims* The radioactive mineralization may have come 
in with the granite, but the granite has a rather uniform background count of 
around .020^ and apart from this a general lack of kicks, though there was one 
radioactive crack near the fault draw in the granite* locally, systems of Joints 
exist, but :lf they hold radioactive material it cannot be detected at the surface* 
Although thu granite has a certain dyke-like appearance, ita contacts are not at 
all sharp. Rather there is a gradational zone with the pegmatite (paragneiss 
migmatite) ~A the S., and vith a white pegmatitic granite (followed by untouched 
paragneies tind pegmatite) to the K. The red granite does not appear to be an 
intrusive au strictly defir-ed. This type of reddish-weathering, medium-grained, 
hornblande-lttaring granite is quite common in the area, and other bands of it 
occur both i;o the S. and to the N. Broadly, there seems to have been differential 
granitization which produced roughly alternating bands of this homogeneous 
granite and allowed other parts of the original (?) sediments to absorb other 
products of the process*

The original showing seems to have been in the fault zone within 
the red granite, suggesting that the granite was important as a locus for ore, 
and drilling indicated one of the lenses at this point* However, Hole k Showed 
excellent vitlues over a greater width than this lens, and entirely in the 
migmatite zone, showing that the paragneiss or pegmatite can also be a favourable 
host*
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.emendations

It is felt that the present work tested all points through 
which radioactive structures in continuation of the known fault might pass* 
It seems that any further drilling should be confined to testing the ore- 
shoots indicated, at depuh and to the side* No new holes were spotted on 
the ground, but any needed can be spotted exactly from the map*

At the present stage, other drilling than this would be of 
a "wildcat" rAture*

GAO iJIM (signed) G. A. Cheoklin
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